Tourism Highlights For
Prague , Krakow, Warsaw
Prague

Prague, capital city of the Czech Republic, is bisected by the Vltava River. Nicknamed “the City of a
Hundred Spires,” it's known for its Old Town Square, the heart of its historic core, with colorful
baroque buildings, Gothic churches and the medieval Astronomical Clock, which gives an animated
hourly show.

Krakow

Krakow is an easy city to love. It's steeped in rich history, both glorious and infamous. You can relax
and blend in, experience roaring nightlife, visit sights and museums, and seek outdoor adventure, all
in the same place. With quaint streets and historical buildings, a walk around Krakow is an adventure
on its own.

Warsaw

The city of Warsaw, the capital of Poland, offers a variety of tourist attractions, including historical
sights, monuments, museums, theatres, and places connected with Marie Curie, and with Frédéric
Chopin and his music. Since 1980, the old town, one of the main attractions, has been a UNESCO
World heritage site.

BEST OF PRAGUE , KRAKOW, WARSAW




3 Nights Prague
2 Nights Krakow
3 Nights Warsaw

Day 1 – Mumbai - Prague -

Arrive at the Prague Airport, Welcome to Prague. Welcome to Prague. On arrival, we proceed to
Hotel. After Check in the evening we will visit- Prague Vltava River Sightseeing Cruise, Prague
This one hour lasting cruise is especially suitable for families with small children and anyone who
wals to enjoy a special experience to see the Charles Bridge and the panorama of Prague Castle from
the Frís eye view and who does not want to devote too much time to this endeavour.
A bar with pleasant staff, is ready for you on call to serve small refreshments and coffee or cold
drinks. You will be served on the upper deck as well. An inside salon – heated in winter and airconditioned in summer – it is also available.
Overnight in Prague

Day 2 –Prague -

After breakfast in the hotel visit Grand City Tour: The Best of Prague, Prague
Did you know that according to the Guinness book of records, the Prague Castle is considered the
large in the world? Join us on a tour of the castle's Gothic, Renaissance, Baroque and Roman
interiors, in chat has been the seat of the Czech Kings and Holy Roman Emperors and since 1918, the
residence of the President of Republic. During the tour on our bus from the city centre to the Castle,
our guide will tell you more about the major sightseeing attractions along the way.
In the Castle, you will enjoy a visit to the Cathedral of St. Vitus, the old Royal Palace with the
Vladislav Hall, the Roman Basilica of St. George and the Golden Lane where, according to a tradition,
alchemists from the Middle Ages tried to create gold and the Philosopher's Stone for the Emperor
Rudolph II, and formerly home to Franz Kafka. From the Prague Castle you can admire a beautiful
view of Prague. We will then take a walk through the St. Wenceslas' vineyards down to the subway
station of the "A" line Malostranska, nearby the Charles Bridge, where our tour ends.
Overnight in Prague

Day 3 – Prague-

After breakfast in the hotel will proceed towards the Prague Monasteries Segway Tour, Prague hrow
the sightseeing hunt behind and have fun! The Prague Monasteries Segway Tour provides you with
the most unique and fun way imaginable to discover Prague. As your Segway glides silently down the
streets of Prague, your tour will point out hidden jewels of Prague, the best local entertainment
hangouts and some of the most beautiful scenery Prague has to offer.
You will meet your guide in our office nearby Charles Bridge and get free beverages. After
introduction we will have a short tram ride to the Segway starting point. On the tram you will get
basic information about Prague life and basic orientation. After brief training you are ready to
explore hidden beauties of Prague. You will glide for 1,5 hours down the sidewalks and streets, as
your Segway tour guide points out some of the city’s famous landmarks, beautiful parks and local
hangouts. You will visit Strahov Monastery, Ladronka Park, Strahov Stadion. You can taste excellent
beer made in the oldest brewery in Czechia the Břevnov monastery and more.
Overnight in Prague

Day 4 – Prague to Krakow -

After breakfast in the hotel, check out from Prague hotel move towards the new city by flight.
On arrival to Krakow, we proceed to Hotel. After check in let’s get ready for Krakow Kazimierz
(Jewish district) + Schindler's list, Krakow
Kazimierz used to be a separate town close to medieval city of Krakow. It was mostly populated by
Jewish community. Throughout years it became Krakow's district, but the abundance of markets,
synagogues and kirkuts (Jewish cemeteries) shaped character of this part of town. As Kazimierz
depicts the history of Polish Jews, some shots of Steven Spielberg Schindler's List were captured here.
During this tour you will discover this charming part of Krakow with its monuments and complex
history.
Overnight in Krakow.

Day 5 – Krakow-

After breakfast in the hotel get ready for Auschwitz Birkenau and Salt Mine,
Krakow
Discover Krakow's history on this full-day tour to Auschwitz-Birkenau Memorial and Museum and
the Wieliczka Salt Mine. First, you will be taken by private air-conditioned minivan or minibus to
Auschwitz-Birkenau to explore the arounds and the museum.
Visit the former Nazi concentration camp, Auschwitz Birkenau, now turned into a UNESCO World
Heritage Sites listed museum.
During your trip you have an opportunity to discover the history of World War II and the Holocaust
in Poland.
A local, professional guide will provide you with all valuable insights in the camp sites and on your
way to Auschwitz, you will have a chance to prepare yourself to the visit with a short documentary
film "The liberation of Auschwitz" screened in your car.
The tour covers the museum exhibition as well as preserved sights, such as barracks, railroad tracks
or rows of gas chambers chimneys.
In the afternoon, you will get a chance to visit Wieliczka Salt Mine which is one of the oldest salt
mines in the world, dating back to the 13th century.

This unique underground complex of chambers and chapels, carved entirely in salt, has been
included on the UNESCO World Heritage sites list. You'll have 2.5 hours at the mine, enough time to
visit all the wonders of Wieliczka with your professional guide.
Tour includes all entrance fees to Auschwitz Birkenau and Wieliczka Salt Mine.
Overnight in Krakow

Day 6 – Krakow to Warsaw-

After breakfast check out from hotel and you will proceed for Warsaw by Train. On arrival, we
proceed to Hotel. After Check in Explore Warsaw by Night, Warsaw
Let us take you for unforgettable drive trough warsaw after the sunset. Your private chauffer will
pick you from your hotel to show you the most picturesque sites of the city. Glass of sparkling wine,
ambient music, and amazing views of the city where past meets the future. Enjoy contrasts of the
city with it’s modern and historical sites. This will not only give you panoramic view of warsaw but
also bring you a lot of ideas for how to plan rest of your evening or your following days in the capital
of poland.
Overnight in Warsaw

Day 7 – Warsaw -

After breakfast get ready for Highlights of Warsaw - Full Day Tour, Warsaw
A full day of highlights of warsaw is a day full of excitement. The city of Warsaw is a ral mixture of
cultures, epoques and stories. It is a place where past meets future what makes visting warsaw
alway so attractive. Uring your full day guided tour you will discover all of the city's most important
historical facts and places like the Old Town with the famous royal route leading to magical Royal
Lązienki Gardens, you will learn about heroic people and movements of uprising of Warsaw ghetto
or rising 1944' which are two most dramatic moments but also facts that bring a lot of prode into
hearts of poles. You'll visit famous Praga district located on the right bank of Vistula River which is
essence of the city and one of the most "hippy" part of Warsaw. Your personal guide and private
driver will take you through most picturesque and original places of the city what will give you some
ideas for further plans to visit some great musuems, galleries, cosy spots or taste Warsaw at some of
the reccomended bistros and restaurants or food markets making culinary attractions of the city.
Overnight in Warsaw

Day 8 – Warsaw-

After breakfast in the hotel get ready for Wilanow Palace and Gardens Tour, Warsaw.
Wilanow Palace is one of the most beautiful architecture monuments in Warsaw called ''The Little
Versailles''. The typical baroque palace is remarkable for its original architecture, a blend of the
European art with the Old-Polish building tradition. During this trip you could visit the royal summer
residence of the King John III Sobieski on the outskirts of a city with a beautiful French style garden
and a landscape park.
Overnight in Warsaw

Day 9 – Warsaw to Mumbai-

After breakfast check out from hotel, our car will drop you at the Airport.

